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CHIMERA, a new holoprinter technology
combining low-power continuous lasers and fast
printing
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This paper presents CHIMERA, a third-generation digital holographic printing system that solves the known
problems of the two previous generations. This holoprinter is based on the use of low-power RGB continuous lasers
combined with the ultrafine-grain silver-halide material Ultimate U04 and is capable of printing at a frequency
equal to or greater than 25 hogels per second, full-color, 120◦ full-parallax digital reflection holograms or holo-
graphic optical elements with a size of up to 60 × 80 cm and a hogel size ranging from 250 to 500µm. A 3D scanner
using a 4K video camera has been specially designed for scanning real objects printable on CHIMERA, which
offers new achievements in terms of color rendition, palette, and accuracy and opens new perspectives for digital
holography applications and holography in general. ©2019Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION21

Holography, invented in 1948 by physicist Dennis Gabor [1],22
is a 3D technique based on the interference and diffraction of23
light waves. Thanks to the progress made in recent years with24
the development of new diode-pumped solid-state (DPSS)25
lasers and new color recording materials—ultra-fine grain26
silver-halide emulsions and photopolymer materials—the27
last generation of a reflection analog Denisyuk hologram [2]28
is categorized as ultrarealistic because a spectator can hardly29
discriminate between the hologram and its real counterpart30
[3]. These holograms are full-color, with a full range of gray31
levels and a 180◦ full parallax, horizontally and vertically. While32
the holograms obtained have an extreme resolution due to the33
nanometric AgBr grain size of the silver-halide recording film,34
this Denisyuk technique has several limitations. For example,35
it is only possible to record a hologram of real and still objects36
and furthermore at the same scale. While this technique remains37
popular mainly for museum, artistic, or educational appli-38
cations [4,5], it is inadequate enough to meet expectations39
of various fields such as advertising, military, architecture,40
automotive industry, medical, and entertainment.41

To record virtual scenes of any size, digital holographic stere-42
ogram printing techniques have been developing since the end43
of the twentieth century and are now commonly used in various44
fields when analog holography cannot be used [6–8]. In 1995,45
Yamaguchi et al. [9] proposed a direct-write digital holography46

technique, using object and reference beams, to record a digital 47
hologram divided into a matrix of small holographic elements or 48
hogels [10]. In 1998, Klug et al. [11], from Zebra Imaging Inc 49
(Austin, Texas, USA), developed this technique to propose the 50
first commercial generation of large-format full-color reflection 51
digital holographic printing systems. To record holograms, 52
Zebra initially used high-power (several watts) continuous wave 53
(CW) lasers and DuPont’s color photopolymer material [12]. 54
However, due to the mechanical vibration problems and the 55
low sensitivity of DuPont’s holographic material, Zebra holo- 56
grams were printed at slow speed—around 2 hogels per second 57
(or 2 Hz)—and with a rather large hogel size (800 µm). The 58
direct printing on DuPont photopolymer gave holograms with 59
a limited range of gray levels, keeping mostly the highlights. 60
This slow printing speed was the main limitation of this first 61
generation of holoprinters because a 60 × 60 cm print at a 62
resolution of 800µm took up to four days. Due to the use at that 63
time of high-power CW lasers (krypton and argon gas lasers), 64
the production was also costly in terms of both lasers, water, and 65
electricity. 66

To overcome the speed problem, a second generation of 67
holoprinters, using RGB pulsed lasers, was then developed by 68
the Geola group (Vilnius, Lithuania) and XYZ Imaging Inc. 69
(Montreal, Quebec, Canada) and then later by Yves Gentet 70
(Bordeaux, France). The original idea of using pulsed lasers was 71
proposed in 1999 by Brotherton-Ratcliffe et al. while working 72
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at Geola [13]. Pulsed-laser-based printers were printing fast73
(25 Hz) [14] on different silver-halide emulsion (Slavich [15] or74
Ultimate [16]) or photopolymer materials (DuPont or Covestro75
[17]). The RGB pulsed lasers emit beams at the following three76
primary wavelengths: 660 nm for red, 526 nm (or 532 nm)77
for green, and 440 nm for blue. Unfortunately, new problems78
absent from the first generation of holoprints then appeared.79
In particular, with these three specific wavelengths, the color80
accuracy of printed holograms was poor due to the weak sen-81
sitivity for eyes of the red and blue colors, when it was high82
for the green. Furthermore, due to the ultrafast exposures—83
nanosecond exposures compared with millisecond range with84
zebra technique—the diffraction efficiency (DE) of holograms85
was lower using pulsed lasers on all materials comparing equiva-86
lent recordings using the continuous lasers. Geola compensated87
partially for the lack of DE by reducing drastically the visible88
vertical parallax of their holograms compared with Zebra holo-89
grams. Furthermore, the manufacture of reliable pulsed lasers is90
a long and costly process, with their maintenance and the regular91
change of pumping lamps making them not perfectly reliable92
for commercial applications without having a laser specialist on93
call for the maintenance.94

The purpose of our research project, which has lasted95
15 years, has been to build a generation of holoprinter that96
would combine all the advantages of the two previous tech-97
nologies while eliminating the known problems. When we98
accomplished this, the name CHIMERA was chosen to describe99
this new holoprinter technology, as it is now possible to achieve100
the improbable combination of low-power commercial low-cost101
CW lasers (from 20 mW) and fast printing (25 Hz typically).102
CHIMERA holograms are recorded on our in-house-developed103
silver-halide material Ultimate 04 (U04) [18] using a single104
custom full-color printing optical head having a circular parallax105
of 120◦. This paper explains the CHIMERA technology and106
evaluates its performances.107

2. CHIMERA OVERVIEW108

A. Acquisition of Perspective Images and Hogel109
Generation110

A half-parallax hologram is created by a recording of data thanks111
to a video camera (real or virtual for computer-generated [CG]112
objects), rotating around the scene, as shown in Fig. 1. These113
data are a series of a minimum of 192 and a maximum of 768114
horizontal images—points of view of the scene—on a 120 deg115
arc of a circle. Video of half-parallax portraiture recording is116
presented in Visualization 1.117

It is also possible to keep the camera static and use a rotat-118
ing turntable stand for object recording. The camera always119
faces the center of the scene, which will be the center of the120
CHIMERA and at a constant distance from it. This system is the121
best-performing one due to the large visible parallax achieved.122
From these images, software is able to calculate all the hogels123
for the CHIMERA printing. On the hologram, the vertical124
camera’s axis of rotation is the vertical axis of the holographic125
plate. Everything in front of this axis appears floating in front of126
the film plan.127

A full-parallax hologram recording keeps the same require-128
ments as for the half-parallax, but the procedure is repeated at129

Fig. 1. (a) Acquisition of perspective images of a 3D scene for a half-
parallax hologram. (b) What will be the printed hologram.

different levels of elevation—typically 48 to 192—creating 130
a cylinder of points of view. This cylinder is equivalent to an 131
H1 hologram in the traditional analog process. Acquisition of 132
perspective images of the real 3D scenes is done with a custom 133
3D scanner, which has been specifically developed to work with 134
the CHIMERA technology. 135

This scanner can record a still object scene from 10 × 13 cm 136
to 60 × 80 cm with a 4K camera. The scanner records auto- 137
matically until 768 (horizontal) × 192 (vertical) images, 138
corresponding to a 120 × 52◦ perspective. Video of the 3D 139
scanner in action is presented in Visualization 2. For CG 140
objects, 3D computer graphics software 3DSmax was used 141
with a custom script. The perspective images are generated into 142
3DSmax by moving a virtual camera, with exactly the same 143
principles as leveraged for the analog scene (Fig. 2). 144

Then, software has been specifically developed for the 145
CHIMERA printer to generate all the hogels in real time from 146
the above perspective images according to the method described 147
by Su et al. [19], at a speed higher than 50 Hz, which avoids the 148
storage of heavy intermediate printing files. 149

B. Method to Print a CHIMERA 150

To print CHIMERA holograms, this new holoprinter uses 151
three RGB low-power commercial CW DPSS lasers of a min- 152
imum of 20 mW. The wavelengths are 640, 532, and 457 nm. 153
Three mechanical shutters allow adjustable exposures for each 154
laser in the range of 1 to 2 ms. To avoid any movement of the 155
holographic plate during the recording, a novel antivibrating 156
mechanical system has been specially developed. 157

Each hogel is recorded one after another using an RGB dis- 158
play system made of three spatial light modulators (SLM) and 159
a 120◦ custom-designed full-color optical printing head. After 160
being interfered with a 45-deg reference—or zero-degree angle 161

Fig. 2. Acquisition of perspective images of a 3D scene for a
full-parallax hologram.
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Fig. 3. Simplified schematic of the optical setup of CHIMERA printer system.

for map-style holograms—the information corresponding to162
each RGB hogel is recorded into the holographic recording163
material, one at a time.164

A simplified schematic of the optical setup for the165
CHIMERA printer system is shown in Fig. 3. The hogel size can166
be chosen at 250 or 500µm, the reference angle at 45◦ or 0◦, and167
the printing rate from 1 to 50 Hz.168

C. Material to Record and Develop CHIMERA169

CHIMERA holograms were recorded on U04 silver-halide170
holographic glass plates. U04 is an isopanchromatic emulsion171
originally designed by the authors for recording full-color172
analog holograms using all the common visible laser wave-173
lengths (442, 457, 473, 488, 514, 532, 633, 640, 647, and174
660 nm). The grain size is so fine (4 nm) that any visible wave-175
length is recorded without diffusion. The minimum typical176
recommended exposure energy is in the range of per laser, for a177
full-color RGB hologram.178

CHIMERA was then developed in two chemical baths, i.e.,179
developer and bleach. These chemicals are safe for both holog-180
raphers and the environment and are easy to use (Table 1). After181
processing, each CHIMERA is then sealed with a second glass182
plate and optical glue to protect the hologram and keep its colors183
constant in any environment.184

D. Method to Illuminate CHIMERA After Processing185

The choice of the final illumination source is important in186
full-color reflection holography because the reconstruction187
light must be a source point and content for the wavelengths188

Table 1. Ultimate 04 Processing Steps

Processing Steps Time (min)

Develop in ultimate safe developer at 22◦C 4
Wash under running water 0.5
Bleach in ultimate safe bleach at 22◦C Until clear
Wash under running water 3
Wash with a drop of wetting agent 1
Dry vertically 20

Fig. 4. (a) Recording of half-parallax portraits with a turning table.
(b) Full-parallax still objects with the 3D scanner. (c) Full-parallax CG
objects with 3DSmax scripting.

of the original recording lasers. Commercial RGB LEDs cur- 189
rently offer the best solution [20] because their wavelengths are 190
centered on the lasers’ wavelengths. 191

To illuminate and reconstruct CHIMERA holograms, 3 Watt 192
and 9 Watt RGB LEDs have been chosen depending on the size 193
of the hologram and placed 50 cm from the center of the holo- 194
gram at a 45 deg (or zero degree) angle. 195

3. RESULTS 196

Acquisition of perspective images of a series of models was 197
done: half-parallax portraits with a turning table [Fig. 4(a)]; 198
full-parallax still objects with the 3D scanner [Fig. 4(b)]; and 199
full-parallax CG objects with 3DSmax scripting [Fig. 4(c)]. 200

Using the hogel-generation software, holograms were then 201
printed on U04 glass plates at different sizes (10 × 13, 20 × 26, 202
30 × 40, and 60 × 80 cm), resolutions (250 and 500 µm) and 203
printing speeds. When printing CHIMERA holograms with 204
500 µm hogels, it was possible to increase the printing speed up 205
to 25 Hz vibrating. At 28 Hz, black hogels, as shown in Fig. 5, 206

Fig. 5. Black hogel appears in case of vibration during the recording
time.
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Fig. 6. Ultrarealistic CHIMERA recorded at different scales and resolutions. (a) An extract of a 30 × 40 cm (500 µm hogel) full-parallax
CHIMERA of saturated color objects. (b) Extract of a 20 × 26 cm (250 µm hogel) full-parallax CHIMERA of natural butterflies. (c) 30 × 40 cm
(500µm hogel) full-parallax CHIMERA of a scanned museum pastel colors object.

Fig. 7. (a) Three different scans transferred into the same
CHIMERA. (b) One scan given a two-channel gray-scale and
full-color CHIMERA.

began to appear, indicating a vibration of the holographic plate207
during the recording period.208

The duration of printing a hologram is decreased in pro-209
portion to a square law by reducing the hogel size, so a 250 µm210
hogel CHIMERA is four times longer to print than the same at211
500µm hogels. But, when printing CHIMERA holograms with212
250 µm hogels, it was possible to increase the printing speed up213
to 50 Hz, so the global duration of printing was reduced by two214
only.215

A series of ultrarealistic CHIMERA showing delicate and216
vivid colors, and even only gray levels (similar to black and217
white photographs), were recorded, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7.218
It was also possible to combine different images to record219
multichannel holograms, as shown in Fig. 7.220

The colors’ accuracy achieved on CHIMERA surpasses that221
obtained with printers using pulsed lasers, as shown in Figs. 8(a)222
and 8(b). As for the gray levels obtained, they have significantly223
greater tone definition than those of holograms made by a224
pulsed laser.225

Results also confirm that the range of possible colors on a226
CHIMERA is greater than on an equivalent Denisyuk hologram227
(both recorded with the same RGB lasers). On a CHIMERA,228
the color balance of each point is defined by software, when, for229
a Denisyuk hologram, the color balance is a direct reading of the230
RGB component of each color. For example, yellow and gold231
colors are almost never correctly balanced on a Denisyuk holo-232
gram, when it is printed correctly on a CHIMERA, as shown233
in Fig. 9.234

Videos showing the large visible parallax, and the color235
renditions of some CHIMERA holograms are presented in236
Visualization 3 and Visualization 4.237

Fig. 8. (a) Same object scanned half-parallax in 2006 and printed
with a second-generation printer—made by Yves Gentet—using
RGB pulsed laser on (b) U08 and a 2019 full-parallax scan printed on
CHIMERA printer on (c) U04.

Fig. 9. Three photographs of (a) the real object, (b) the printed
CHIMERA, and (c) the Denisyuk hologram. The color of the belt
is yellow, and the color of the badge is gold for CHIMERA like the
original object but appears orange and silver for the Denisyuk.

4. DISCUSSION 238

Moreover, while analog holograms have known scaling 239
limitations—only real still objects and at 1:1 scale—Chimera 240
can be printed at any scale, use CG images, and generate direct 241
H2—pop-out images—which are the most fascinating for the 242
public. Such H2 CHIMERA still keep a 120◦ full-parallax com- 243
pared with traditional techniques of hologram transfer, which 244
always have a reduction in the visible parallax. 245

Our in-house designed scanner allows the recording of real 246
objects to create full-parallax holograms, without carrying 247
in situ lasers, antivibrating system, holographic plates, and 248
processing equipment. Furthermore, a CHIMERA hologram 249

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.9820637
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can be used as a master and be copied for mass replication appli-250
cations with the same RGB CW lasers on both silver-halide and251
photopolymer materials.252

The CHIMERA printer allows the printing of zero-degree253
horizontal images as Zebra introduced. However, Zebra holo-254
grams have had an asymmetrical 90 × 70◦ visible full parallax,255
whereas CHIMERA is wider and symmetrical with 120 deg in256
all directions.257

Comparing the Geola system using three RGB optical head,258
it is much more convenient and faster to use a full-color head259
only, as the machine does not need to print three times at the260
same hogel position.261

The CHIMERA printer demonstrates at least the same262
printing speed as an existing pulsed-laser system. The overall263
printing time of a hologram is decreased in proportion to a264
square law by reducing the hogel size but is partially compen-265
sated by the increase of the speed of the CHIMERA printer,266
while a printer using a pulsed-laser system is always operat-267
ing at the laser frequency. For example, at 500 µm hogel, the268
maximum printing speed is 25 Hz, and it takes 5 h 30 min to269
print a 30 × 40 cm hologram. At 250µm hogel, the maximum270
printing speed is 50 Hz, and it takes 11 h to print a 30 × 40 cm271
hologram—instead of 22 h with an equivalent pulsed-laser272
system.273

5. CONCLUSION274

CHIMERA is a digital holographic printing system based on275
three low-power RGB CW lasers and Ultimate U04 ultrafine276
grain silver-halide holographic glass plates. The color rendition277
and the gray-level rendition greatly surpasses the quality of278
the two first generations of holoprinters. High-quality, highly279
diffractive, large-format, full-color, and full-parallax digital280
reflection holograms and HOEs can be recorded with a hogel281
resolution of 250 or 500 µm. The hogels’ printing speed is high282
(25 Hz for 500 µm hogels and 50 Hz for 250 µm). At 250 µm283
hogel size, an observer can hardly detect a difference between284
an analog hologram and a CHIMERA. CHIMERA holograms285
have a mastering quality and can be copied with the same RGB286
CW lasers to produce copies on both silver-halide and pho-287
topolymer materials. The simplicity of the technology used288
with CHIMERA offers new perspectives for the development of289
color holography 1.290
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